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Some Multivariate Linear Regression Testing 
Problems with Additional Observations* 
SANATKUMARSARKAR' 
University of Calcutta and University of Pittsburgh 
Communicated by P. R. Krishnaiah 
In an earlier paper, the present author (Sarkar (1979), Calcutta Statist. Assoc. 
Bull. 28, 47-56) proposed a similar test for a mean testing problem with additional 
observations on a set of correlated auxiliary variables. This idea has been extended 
here to cover some multivariate linear regression testing problems with the same 
type of additional observations on a set of correlated auxiliary variables. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In multivariate analysis we often come across samples which provide, in 
addition to n, observations on all the characters, n2 independent obser- 
vations on some of the characters. This type of incomplete sample sometimes 
arises due to accidents, and mainly arises in connection with the adoption of 
a double sampling plan, where the characters which are of principal interest 
are generally expensive to measure and the auxiliary characters which are 
relatively inexpensive can be measured on some additional units. For making 
inferences about the distribution of the set Y of these principal characters, 
one way is to ignore the observations cm the set X of auxiliary characters. 
But, a more reasonable procedure, particularly when it is known a priori that 
X and Y are highly correlated, would be to find a method which exploits this 
correlation and is reasonably simple to carry out. With this pattern of 
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incomplete sample, Sarkar [6] considered in an earlier paper the problem of 
testing the significance of PLz = E(Y) and providing a confidence bound for 
PLz and proposed a solution under the assumption of normality and n, < n2. 
The idea contained in that paper is extended here to cover some multivariate 
linear regression testing problems of the following general form. 
Let (Y\“‘Y;)‘, where Y(“‘: p, x n,, Y,: pz x n, , be a random matrix 
distributed as N,,Jj?(“Z, C @ I,,), p =p, +pz. Z = (Z;Z;)‘, where 
.Z,:q,xn,,Z,:q,xn,, q,+q2=q, is a known matrix of rank q<n,-p 
and 
(1.1) 
where Pi:‘*p x q . 1 P :p2 x q 21 
Suppose we have1’an29dditional 
c,,:p, XPr5 are matrices of parameters. 
random p, x n, matrix Yi” distributed, 
independently of (p,“‘Y;)‘, as Nn2pI(p~2’Z*, .E,, 0 I,,*). Z* = (ZT’ZT’)‘, 
where ZT: qf x n,, ZF: q2 x n2, qT + q2 = q*, is a known matrix of rank 
q* < n2 and /I{” = (j3\:‘p,,) is a matrix of parameters. Here q1 and q? and/or 
the parameters pi:’ and pi:’ may be equal. The matrices Z and Z* may be 
stochastic, in which case the above setup should be understood conditionally 
given Z and Z*. Under this setup we consider the problem of testing 
H,: pzz = 0 against H,:p,, # 0 and hence providing the corresponding 
confidence bound for p22 assuming that all the parameters are unknown and 
using all available observations. We remark that this general formulation 
covers some one-way and two-way MANOVA problems and also a problem 
of independence with incomplete sample. For details see Sarkar [7]. 
The proposed solution under some assumptions is given in Section 3. 
Section 4 deals with comparisons of the proposed solution with the solution 
obtained by totally disregarding the auxiliary observations, namely, 
(y’,“, Y’,“). We first make the large sample comparisons in terms of Pitman 
efficiency and exact Bahadur efficiency. The conclusion is that our proposed 
solution is asymptotically better unless .X,, = 0. In small samples, we 
consider for ease of computations the case where p, =p2 = 1 and Z and Z* 
are non-stochastic, and make the comparisons through the considerations of 
the local powers of the asociated tests and the expected volumes of the 
associated confidence regions. In each case, a critical level (depending on 
quantities related to Z and Z* and the level of the tests) is obtained such 
that for correlations above this our proposed solution performs better. Some 
necessary algebraic results are derived in Section 2. 
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2. SOME NECESSARY ALGEBRAIC RESULTS 
Our basic result is the following: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let B and C be two matrices such that B: m X n, , 
C: m x n,, and f ‘CC’ = BB’ for some non-zero scalar f Also let 
n2 > max(rank C, n,). Then, the minimum value of d* for which the equations 
B=CA, A’A = d*I,,! 1 (7-l) 
have a solution is f *. 
This theorem follows easily from the following: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let B and C be two matrices, where B: m x n, , C: m x n,, 
and d be a non-zero scalar. Then, for the equations in (2.1) to have a 
solution A, it is necessary and suflcient that 
(i) n2 > max(rank C, n,), 
(ii) d’CC’ = BB’ + DD’ for some m x (n, - n,) matrix D. 
Proof First suppose (i) and (ii) are true. Then, we can find an n, X n, 
orthogonal matrix P such that (BD) = d . CP. Partitioning P = (P, P2), 
where P,:n,xn,, and taking A = dP, , we see that (2.1) is satisfied. Thus 
the sufficiency part of the lemma is proved. To prove the necessity part, we 
assume that there exists a solution A of (2.1). Then, the condition (i) is 
obvious. To pove (ii), we supplement (l/d) A by A ,: n2 x (n, - n,) so that 
A2 = ((lld)A A,) is an n2 x n2 orthogonal matrix. Define now m x n2 matrix 
L = CA, and write this as (L,L2), where L ,: m x n,. Note that C = LA;. 
Then, B = LA;A =dL,. So d2CC’=d2LL’=dZL,L;+d2L,L;=BB’+ 
DD’, where D = dL, is an m x (n2 - n,) matrix. Q.E.D. 
We now obain a solution of (2.1) with d2 =f * under the conditions of 
Theorem 2.1. Let the rank of C be r. Consider r rows of C such that they 
form a basis of the row space of C. Let these r rows constitute the r X n, 
matrix C,. Let the corresponding r rows of B constitute the r x n, matrix 
B, . Then, a solution is 
R’ 
A=C;(C,C;)-‘B1 +f+S o , 
( 1 
(2.2) 
where the matrices R and S are such that B,R = 0, C, S = 0, R’R = I,,-,, 
and S’S = I,,-,.. 
If it so happens that B = CQ, for some n2 x n, matrix Q such that 
Q’Q = I,,,, then the solution (2.2) simplifies to a convenient form as 
A = Cl,(C,C;)-‘B, +f. Q(Z,, -B’,(B,B;)-‘B,). (2.3) 
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Remark 2.1. 
A’A = d*I,,, 
The solution A which satisfies the equations I;,,4 = l;, , 
where l,, = (l,..., 1)‘: n, x 1, i= 1, 2, with the minimum 
possible value of d* was given by Scheffe [S, p. 371. It is noted that this 
solution follows as a particular case from Theorem 2.1 and the solution 
(2.3). 
3. THE PROPOSED SOLUTION 
It is noted that the adoption of any principle, viz., the likelihood ratio 
principle or invariance principle, cannot help us in obtaining a test for H, 
agains H, . However, considering only (Y’,“‘Y’,)’ and assuming /Ii2 to be 
known, one can obtain a suitable test which will take into consideration the 
auxiliary observation matrix Y, ‘). Motivated by this fact, we use Yj” and 
Y’,” to construct a new random p, x n, matrix Y, defined as 
y 
1 
= p’) - y’*‘,4 
1 1 3 (3.1) 
for some n, x n, matrix A depending on 2 and Z* in such a way that 
and 
the columns of the random p x n, matrix Y = (Y’, Y;)’ are 
independently distributed as pvariate normal with the same 
dispersion matrix, the common dispersion being as 
minimum as possible, (3.2) 
there is a matrix p,, of parameters such that 
E( Y,) = pi, 2,. (Equivalently, pi2 in (1.1) is made null.) (3.3) 
Conditions which A must satisfy for (3.2) and (3.3) to hold are contained in 
the following. 
LEMMA 3.1. For (3.2) and (3.3) to hold it is necessary and sufficient 
that A satisfies 
(i) ZFA = Z,, 
(ii) Z,*A = LZ, for some qf x q1 matrix L, and 
(iii) A’A = d’I,,, with the minimum possible value of d*. 
We now make the following assumptions. 
Assumption I. n, < n,. 
Assumption II. Z, Z; = c’Z:Z:’ for some non-zero scalar c. 
In view of our algebraic results in Section 2 it follows that Assumptions I 
and II above guarantee the existence of a matrix A realizing the conditions 
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(i) and (iii) (with the minimum possible value of d2 equal to c’). We further 
make the following 
Assumption III. The matrix A so obtained satisfies (ii). 
Thus (3.2) and (3.3) are achieved under the Assumptions I-III and the 
modified random p x n, matrix Y = (Y, I’!,)’ has the distribution 
N PllZ, 
n’p (i H P21Zl +P22Z* ’ 
(1 + c2)~11~1* oI 
~,I&2 1 1 n’ . 
(3.4) 
The test we propose for HO is the likelihood ratio test under this reduced 
setup. Let us define 
T = ZZ’, p^= YZ’T-‘, S = (Y-fiZ)(Y-/?Z)’ = YY’ -bT$‘. (3.5) 
Let 
where T,,:q, x qr, pl,:pl x ql, S,,:p, xp,. Then, the following theorem 
can be easily proved. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let Y be distributed as in (3.4), where /3,, may also be 
null. Then the likelihood ratio test for testing H, agains H, is a left-tail test 
based on 
(3.7) 
where S,, . , = S,, - s,,s,l&,~ Tn.1 = TX - LT,lL. 
It is easy to verify that, conditionally given j?;2S;11p12, (j?,, - S,,S,‘~,J 
and S,,., are independently distributed as Np292(p22, (X2* - (1 + c’)- ’ 
&l~;11~12)0 (T&!, +8’,2Sl11P12) and Wp2(.G2 - (1 + c*)-’ L~T11~12, 
ItI -p, - q), respectively. Hence, under H,, U, is distributed as Upz,42, 
n, -pl -4. (For definition of Up,,,, see Anderson [l, p. 1941.) For a 
discussion of the evaluation of the distribution of Up,,,, and percentage 
points of the distribution, the reader is refered to Krishnaiah and Lee [5]. In 
the usual way a confidence region for jIz2 can be provided from the proposed 
test. 
The natural competitor to our proposed solution, hereafter referred to as 
.fl, is that based on the Wilk’s statistic (likelihood ratio test statistic) 
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obtained by ignoring (Y, , (I) Y:*‘). According to this latter solution, 






(See, e.g., Anderson [ 11.) Under any alternative, /?,, and S,, are indepen- 
dently distributed as NP242clj22, C,, @ T,! ,) and W,2(C22, n, - q), respec- 
tively, and hence, under H,, U, is distributed as UP2.42qn, -4.
Remark 3.1. When Z and Z* are stochastic and have a (joint) 
distribution whose parameter space is independent of that of (3.4)), the test 
statistics and their null distributions remain unaltered for both the solutions 
.?, and *y2. 
4. COMPARISON BETWEEN 9, AND 3f2 
4.1. Large Sample Comparison 
We assume that n, + co in such a way that n,/n2 -+ y E (0, l] (since 
n , < n,) and lima,+ c* = 6 > 0. q2 is assumed to be independent of n,; but, 
q, may be dependent on n, . In case q, depends on n, , we assume that 
lim -=qqo, 1). 
nl-‘” n, 
It is also assumed that 
lim L T,,. , = B, a q2 x q2 positive definite matrix. 
nl-m n, 
In case the matrices Z and Z* are stochastic the statements regarding the 
limits of the quantities depending on these matrices are to be regarded in the 
“almost everywhere” sense. 
We consider the sequence of alternatives {H,,}, where 
H,,:p,, = n;“*A, (4.1) 
/i being a p2 x p2 non-null matrix of finite elements. 
Since 
(4.2) 
fi ($1: )- (;2))+q2 ((;)+*W’). (4.3) 
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and 
da/%* - ~21wL -P,,> 
4 Np2q*(o’ (Z** - (1 + a>-’ &q’1~,2) 0 B-‘), (4.4) 
by proceeding as in Sen and Puri [9], it can be proved that under {H,]} in 
(4.11, 
where 
r = 1, 2,..., (4.5) 
and 
A, = tr(C,, - (1 + 6)-1Zz1Z~1C12)-1/iB/i’ 
A, = tr .Z;:ABA’. (4.6) 
Hence, denoting by 4, and q& the tests provided respectively by %S, and Yz, 
we see following Hannan [ 3 J, that the Pitman asymptotic relative efficiency 
of 4, with respect to (2 is given by the ratio 
Keeping in view the distributional property of U, and U, as discussed in 
Section 3, we get from Hsieh [4] that 
Further, when 8 = (p(l), /? \:I, Z) obtains, it can be proved using Anderson and 
Taylor [2] that 
-1 
U, -+ (T,(O))-’ = I+ $ (Z,, - (1 + S)-’ C,,C,lZ,,)-l&,B& 
a.e. P,, (4.9) 
and 
-1 
0: -+ (72(B))-‘= I+ +&B& a.e. P,. (4. IO) 
(See the Appendix.) 
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Hence, the exact slopes of the sequences {U,,,} and {U,,,}, when 8 
obtains, are respectively v log, s,(O) and r7 log, r,(O), and the ratio 
e2 = 
l’x,(/Z + (l/rlW,, - (1 + J>-’ ~*,~ll’~,*)-‘P**~P~*I) 
b&(l~ + (l/v) ~G’P**W;*I) 
(4 11) 
gives the measure of exact Bahadur efficiency of 4, with respect to &. 
From (4.7) and (4.11) we get the following 
THEOREM 4.1. 3’ is better than Yz in the sense of providing an 
asymptotically more eflcient test in the sense of Pitman as well as Bahadur 
unless Cl, = 0. 
4.2. Small Sample Comparison 
Here, we restrict ourselves to the bivariate case, i.e., p, =pz = 1, and 
consider Z and Z* to be non-stochastic. 
Considering the tests 4, based on (1 - U,)/U, and & based on 
(1 - U*>IU*9 we see that the power functions of these tests at level of 
significance a are, respectively, 
Eexp -i 
! 
LV 1 IV 
2 1 -(l +c2)-‘$ z 1 -(l +c*)-rp* 
i! 






where J(t; m, n) = [B(m, n)]-’ sy nmP1( 1 + u)-~-” du, k,, satisfies 
J(k,,; q2/2, (n, - q + r - 2)/2) = a, r = 1, 2, p is the correlation 
between the two characters and A = (l/o:) Bzz T,,. ‘pi*. The 
expectation in (4.12) is taken with respect to V, where 
(i322~22.JM2 v= l- (P**~**.,K*)(~,, +f42~2*.1Pl*) * (4.14) 
We see that 
EV= 4 - q1 - 1 
nl-ql . 
(4.15) 
n, -41- 1 
qn,-q,)(l -(I +2-‘p2) [( 




2 1 1 -a . (4.16) 
Again, the first-order partial derivative of (4. 13) with respect to 1 at 1 = 0 is 
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Using (4.15), the first-order partial derivative of (4.12) with respect to ;1 at 
,I = 0 is obtained (by using the standard admissible arguments concerning 
interchange of differentiation and expectation) as 
k,,;$+ l,q 
i I 
-a . (4.17) 
Comparing (4.16) and (4.17), we get the following 
THEOREM 4.2. In the bivariate case, YL is better than Yz in the sense of 
providing a locally better test for testing H,: pz2 = Olxq2 against 
H,: flz2 # 0’ xqz at level of significance a if and only if 
(1 + cZ)-‘p2 >p: 














The ellipsoidal confidence region, with confidence coefficient 1 - a, for 
pz2 provided by .YI and Y2 are, respectively, 
$22: @2* - ts** - ~2,~i1B,2M7& + i3~2wA2)-1 
x co,, - @22 - SzJu’&2V Gk,,Szz.,/ (4.19) 
and 
~P,,:(P,,-~2,>~zz.,(~,2-~zz>‘,<kz,~,,j 
with the expected volumes as 
(4.20) 
(2xk,a)q2’2 {a;(1 -(I +~‘)-lp*}~2’* 1 T~~.,(-~‘* 
(4.21) 
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and 
(270&)~~‘~ ((T;)~~‘~ / T,,. 1 1~ “2 
respectively. (4.21) and (4.22) lead to the following: 
THEOREM 4.2. In the bivariate case, <Y, is better than Y2 in the sense of 
providing a confidence region with confidence coeflcient 1 - a for pz2 having 
smaller expected volume if and only if 
(1 + c2)-’ p2 > p: = 1 - (k&k& (4.23) 
We present below the values of pf and p: for some choice of the pair 
(n, -ql,q2). 
TABLE 4.1 
Values of pf@i) with a = 0.05 
q2 
n, -41 1 2 3 4 5 
4 0.432 
(0.635) 










0.238 0.295 0.529 
(0.334) (0.467) (0.684) 
0.195 0.231 0.174 0.377 
(0.259) (0.343) (0.475) (0.689) 
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APPENDIX 
Here, our basic aim is to prove (4.9) and (4.10). Toward this end, we first 
prove the following 
Result A.I. 
(D22?b22)+0 a.e. (A-1) 
Proof In the following, Theorems 1 and 2 refer to those of Anderson 
and Taylor [2]. 
We note that 
(1 + c2)aqJ,* -l/* 
z2,z22 ) ( ,22%p22) ==;.,V,.,Z;.J’~ 64.2) 
where X - N,JO, I, @ I,,) and Z,. , = Z, - 7’,, T,‘Z,. As in the proof of 
Theorem 1, we note that any column of (A.2) can be expressed as 
CzI;p-“” Y,v,/C~:P-~+’ ri, where, for fixed y,, yz ,,.., v,,vz ,... are i.i.d. 
as Np(O,Ip), and C,:I - “1 P q+’ 7: is the reciprocal of an element of T,‘. , . 
Hence, noting the limiting behavior of T2;‘. , as assumed in Section 4 and 
appealing to Theorem 1 when y,, y2 ,..., are non-stochastic and Theorem 2 
when y, , y2,..., are stochastic, we get that the left-hand side of (A.2) + 0 a.e. 
The proof of the result is then complete because c2 in the dispersion matrix 
in the left-hand side of (A.2) tends to 6 > 0 (a.e. when c2 is stochastic). 
(4.9) and (4.10) follow as a consequence of the above result, (4.2) and the 
limiting behavior of T2*. 1. 
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